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For four years--1972, 1978 1974, and 1975--an internal Program Evaluation Unit
in the Illinois Office/of Education has been responsible for compiling annual
-evaluation reports of the use of federal funds for compensatory education pro-
grams in the state, Through this experience the evaluation unit hes'become
acutely aware of the difficileies of providing meaningf0. evaluative,data.to
meet ,the legitimate request by Federal Government for annual evaluatioa reports..
This,paper,ntendS to depict the role of.an internal evaluation unit in evalulo'
ating two rograms--migrant programs and neglected/de/inquent,programs--funded
under Tile t, Public Law 89-750.' A comaion dilemma faced by these programs is
detening the'Success of childien whose attendance'is bf shor,t duration (less
than/two months in the migrant programs and an average of seven months in the
neglected/delikuenp 'programs).

The following' discussion includes a common introduction to the concept of com-
pensatory education; a'description of tbe responsibilities assumed by the &valu-
ation unit in the Illinois Office of Education; separate cliscussions of,migrant
and neglected /delinquent programs illustrating the activities of the evaluation
unit; and a conclusion dealing with the role of an evaluation unit, at the state
level.

Compensatory Education

Both Title I 89-750 Migrant and,title I 89=750 Neglected/Delinquent are considered
to belong to the generic category of compensatory education. The philosophry unde .

lying compensatory education-deals with social justice; a

The central tkrust of ESTA is to eliJrtinate pdverty. The ,

underlying notl;#2 :gas, fan-iliarToor children given the
opportunity ta, o well i'n'schoci will do well as adults...:
(1,hgphy, 1971)

sr ,
..

,
,

CoMpensatory Education assumes that schools can playa.
t.

major role in improving
.N

the academic performance of students in the lower end of the educational achieve-
ment spectrum. -Compensatory Education attempts to facilitate this through the
application of extra funds, specially designated perSdnnel, equipment, and materials
to'the'education of disadvantaged children. Along with the extra funds, is the

- requirement by the Federal Government for annual reports from the states. Federal
guidelines indicated that the evaluation should take place at least annually, that
evaluation would indicate effectiveness of prograMs in meeting specific edu-
cational needs of disadwntaged children, and that "effectiveness". be deEermined
through the, application of appropriate objective measures.
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Such a requirement-ls often inappropriate in both the Title I 89-750 Migrant and
Title I 89-750 Neglected/Delinquent programs in Illinois. Both of these programs,
involve children who enter and leave the programs in unpredictable-5atterns, attending
for short amounts of time, and having reading and language terns that-limit
success on verbal measures of progress.

The evaluation specificatfons: stated aboveld possibly be met in year-long pro-
grams through traditional tactics-such as pre- and poNt-testing with alternate forms
of standardized instrumentation. Eowever, in short7tern projects such as these,
thepsychometric hazards-inherent in testing are likely to be magnified, Sources
of error in testing have long been known to psychometricians (Cronbach, 1969); how-,

ever, the sophiAtication-of educators in schools and classrooms rarely approaches
such sophistication (Hotvedt, 1974). Title I projects in attempting to comply with
,the federal requirement for "evaluation" based on "Objective measures" are likely
to consider the "hard-data" of student gain to be an appropriate, determinate
of the success of programs. Indeed, requests from the State Offipe for Title
89-750 evaluative data from projects in Illinois has tended to reinforce such
beliefs.

;

.
.

Sta Is4(1972) and Wardrop (1971) have provided w '1 considered critiques of student
gain data: 'Tests.ddnot measure learning, but rather correlates of learning;'and

.--'such correlates are not:.direct evidence ofachi4vement. Stake (1972) points that
. the:correl;a-tioillof tests Scores with performanq on many specific educational tasks

:.

.\. is seldom high-. r.
" i. . .

. ,

.7f72e.real:y want 70 "'XXV Whe7;Zer Or not a child is reading_
age-:evel, we have a reading srecialist :isten fo him

read. She observes his, reading habits: She might test hi-
7h :recognition, s.,?ntactic decoding, and paragrath-

comtrehension exerciseS. She 7..;ouZd ~retest where evidence -

:;as inconclusive. zi)ould talk to "Ais teachers and his
rarents. Scne woul'iarrive at a cZinical desc ription which
might be reducabl to such q statement as "Yes, Johnny is
r4.2adi-4g abpe .

scores wee et `;,rrd `groin reading tests can be considered
estir7ates o such a c'7,inica1 judgment- 173^.ese test scores
correlate pi sitively.with the Tor'e val'id.'clinical judgments.
:hough "76.,IV objective, suph estimates are-rot direct measure-
rents of tat teachers or laimen mean by' "the ability to
r-ead." achievement gains fora sizable number. of students

2oe poorly estimated by' them

Stake and Wardrop (1971) point imit that error alone could_show that a quarter of
the students tested'by:standargzed achievement tests could show a gain of at least
bne year on a retest simply due to the-errors ofmeaa'urement .of- the test. The table
below was provided by Stake (1972Y to illustrate that "growth" on most standardized

.

tests is a matterof only a few raw-scoreipointsi



Gain in Items Right Needed to Ad lice
' One Year Gain Equivalent on Three Typical

Achievement Tests

Type of Test
. Grade Equivalent

5.0 6.0

Items Needed-to
Impre One Year
G.E. `

Comprehensive Test of Basic $cilis,
Level 3: Reading Comprehension 20 23 - 3

-.

Metropolitan Achievement Test,
Intermediate Form 3: Spelling . 24 31 ' 7
Iowa Tests of Basic Skills,
Test A 1: Arithmetic Concepts 10 14 , 4 --. .

Stanford Achievemept Test, Form W,
Intermediate II: Word Meaning 18 26 8

More and more over the 'past few years; criterion referenced measures have been
utilized in the Title I 89-750 Migrant and Title I 89-750 Neglected/Delinquent
projects as the "objective" measure determining success. However results of
criterion referenced tests also are questionane as evaluations of student success:
1) Criterion referenced tests may report immediate recall, but do not indicate
student ability to relearn a skill once it has faded from memory. 2) It is unreal-
istic to expect criterion referenced tests to deal with. each of the complex perform-
ances expected as the result Of learning: 3) To be fair to the program, the testing
needs to be reasonably close to the teaching--the current state of development in
criterion referenced test does not always allow this. 4) In addition, the skills
depicted by criterion referenced tests do not develop very rapidly and for short-
term arrangements real growth will be difficult to discern. (Stake 1971.) Also,
considering the current state of, the art, many criterion referenced ,tests materials
require fuither work on construct validity to determine whether.the given test
items are measuring progress accurately. .

These were but a few of the considerations in mind as the Program Evaluation Unit
undertook to provide annual reports to the Federal Government from the state. In
addition to accepting the objective measure data from projects and acting as a ,

broker of dubious impressions other approaches were considered to be necessary.
'Student outcome data is oily a part of what,ptogram evaluation might be.

The next section describes the structure and function of the Program Evaluation
Unit in Illinois.< The following two sections' depict the activities and approaches
implemented by the unit in providing evaluative reports on migrant and neglected/
delinquent programs,

The Program EvalUatidn.Unit

Prior to 1972 reports from the state to the Federal. Government "were constructed by
third, party contractors. The data gathering tactie-utilized was an annual "self
assessment" questionnaire asking .ndividual projects to report such information as,



ent success, inservice, anedissemination effortL After review et_ past
repo s submltted by the third party contractor state officials found that
althoug such reports would comply with the federal requests for data there was
little, i -0.x., information that would provide insight into the nature of com-
pensatory education .programs or the leadership provided by the state office.

Consequently an i ernal evaluation unit was organized to provide continuity in
evaluation from yea to year, and to utilize a'broader range of data gathering
tactics on a wider range oL issues. Reports were to be concerned not only with
student outcomes but project organization and administration at t, local and state
level. Reports were to be.recommendatory directed local, sta e, and federal

- audiences.

In,order'tefill-sucn a role, the unit required autono progra'; staff,
and indepOdence to report findings accurately and Validly whe 'er the were
favorable or unfavorable to any of the parties concerned. The goal was edi-
bility in spite of being associated with the state office. It was decided
the unit would have to be located outside of the program area, that it would
have to examine office administration as rigorously as it examined local projects,
and that it would maintain a distinction between evaluation and project monitoring.
Evaluation was to be focused on.issues and questions of.worth; project monitoring
could check the details of congruence between p ;ojects and proposals. Where as
monitoring might conclude that a project,that had been conducted according to
plan was appropriately implemented, evaluation 'could also point out that the value
of the project was impaired in several respects according to identified standards.

It was in this spirit that the evaluation unit undertook Co implement a variety
of tactics in orderrto tap multiple sources of data for evaluative purposes.
General data to satisiy federAl requirements of information about student success,

4 inservice, and dissemination of project techniques is gathered annually via a Local_

Educational Agency 'self report quesionnaire. Additional data is gathered by the
evaluation unit through observation of programs, interviews with state officials,
project personnel, studentand others to illuminate evaluative issues. The two
sections below sketch these approaches as implemented by the evaluation unit in
'examining migrant and neglected/delinquent projects.

. b

Compensatory Education: Title I '89-750 Migrant
e

First, let us look at migrant education. In 1966, Title I of the Elementary and
Secondary-Act of'1965 was amended to specd:fically include children of migratory
worker's. Phis amendment was added bed dse reported statistics from Title I indi-.
cated that migrant childrertqlere not receiving supplemental help under Title I
89-10. MOst of the Title I 89-10 programs were desighed for the resident deprived
child. Special programs were not set'up'to sheet the n4.edg-ot=the migrant child.
Parents of migtantkhildren were liAgre of what the schools ,.;or community could
offer them or their ellildreni AmendMen,t.89-750 was added- to Title I to fill this
gap. The_eleadment provided that the migrant priram be national in scope, that
it-be a:flexible program, and that inVividUal states try to coordinate and cooperate
with other states who were trying.to educate migrant children.



While there are various migrant streams adross the United States, this paper
focuses on the-one that flows from Texas to Illinois. These migrant children
rarely finish any semester in Texas schools; they often leave early in the spring
and arrive back late in the fall. To compensate for thiS loss of time, schools
in the "north" are reimbursed for the costof addlpg the students at the end of
or beginning of a regular term semester. These *IN called regular term projects.
Thispaper, however, concentrates pn t&Iminer tert_programs; it is here that the
planning, time, and money'from the federal, state, and local agencies are.focused.

Ideally, migrant, children (usually ages 6-13) would be at the summer session for
the entire eight weeks. This ideal makes the following assumptions; that the
families do not arrive late from other work locations; that they do not leave
during'the middle of the'summer school term to go to Wisconsin or Mithigan to
work on with_crops; that they do not leave early for Texas; that the oldest chil-
dren do not decide to work in the fields; that the parents decide they even want
their children to attend school during the summer; and that the children them-
selves decide they want to attend regularly.

If the Children do attend on a fairly regular'basis for the eight weeks a decision
needs to be made as to what programs/activities need to be provided.' How much do

--LtheSe.children knOw? What are their problems? The Migrant Student Record Trans-
fer Sys em.(MSRTS) was suppose to answer a basic need of raplgie.c.cea4.4eluca-

...
nal an personal data including health information. The MSRTS is suposed to

pr 'ide tra it of data from schOol to school via a State terminal'and a n'hlonal
terminal at Li le Rock, Arkansas. Test data and information concerning gene-cal
education attainm t and interest would be'sent to a school as soon as the infOk7
mation was requeste \rom,the state and national terdinal operators. While the '.N.-.
final judgement is.no\yet in, the MSRTS has, not been able to provide ready access

. to meaningful educational data for teachers. Generally, only data has
arrived in.a format that is-useful to local schools; This is unfortunate since,
id ally, the academic information could go a long way i&p.roviding Local Education

\Age cies with the opportunity to'individualize instruction.,
i.

Eight weeks, at the maximum,-is not a long time;to attempt to assist a child to
compensate for his education problems. Unless information is available from
previous years.or previous teachers at that same summer school site, the migrant
child may well find:himself undergoing a series of time consuming tests.

Each project director and the staff must evaluate their program, The national migrant
guidelines request the submission of.a local. evaluation to the. State Education Agency, H.
as well as the submission of a state evaluation report to the United States Office
of. 'Education in Washington, D.C. However, there are no specific guidelines.as
what evaluation procedures are necessary or even desirable.

,

The evaluation procedures that will be discussed below generally describe the"'
evaluation techniques Used in Illinois from FY 72 to FY 75.

The first (and unfortunately often the only) evaluation procedure used by many_
program people consists of theusual'pre- post-standardized tests. As previot6ly,.
noted, Robert Stake'and James Wardrop (1971) raisaexcellene points about the
general utility of relying too heavily on these tests. Common sense seems to
also illustrate the fallacy of judging a project as successful because a child's
tests scores rose from 3.3 on the pre -test to 3.5 6n the post-test during a-two.
month prograM.

\



In the absence of firm guidelines by the Federal Government and the State Educe-
ti on Agency, the annual report questionnaire completed by each of the projects

'shaped their behavior: When tht LEA report questionnaire that the migrant proj-
. ect sites used to record data from their FY 72 evaluation report to the State
Education Agency itself is scrutinized, one notices that the emphasis is heavily
on standardized -tests. The FY 72 pre-test and post-test dates'were asked for by
grade level. The name of the test and the test battery are also requested. 4/1/i.

Three of the summer pojecis' used the wide range achievement test (T;4RAT).. Two
of these three projects expected students to achieve one week gain'on the SAT
for each week of instruction. The third project wrote, "It was most difficult
to have a standard of success to assess results dye to the attendtnce,of some
children. Many students who took pre -tests were not in schd,o1 near the end of
the program as they had started to work in the -fields:" Such-iiiStruments used
the Metropolitan Achievement Test, the Iowa 'rest of Basic Skills, and' the iseabody
Picture Vocabulary Test.

'

In FY 72 the annual report questionnaire had been designed by a third party evalu-
ator under contract to the State Education-Agency- while the report itself had been-'
written by the newly formed internal evaluation unit. The report had to emphasize
the great losses of data because there were so few sites that cpUld supply pre-
test and post-test standardized test data on the same children.

in FY 73 and FY 74 the -interral evaluation unit developed the end of the year
LEA report questionnaire which then listed standardieed, tests as just one method
of evaluation along \wit' teacher -made. tests, observation,' and, criterion refer-
ence tests.

The data reported back from the sites,, when analyzed either by project or by
separate subject, area, indicates that observation followed closely by teacher-made
tests,were byt far the most frequently used methods of evaluation ,during FY 73 and,-
FY. 74; standardized tests carte- in third. InterViews conducted by th4 evaluation :-----

unit with staff at the state and local levels over these years have indicated
a general attitude that the standardized achievement test was a waste of tine
and money for migrant 'children, Disregarding the question of instrument bias
and whether migrant children had the necessary English reading skills to make
the tests valid, the' data just could not be fed back quickly enough, from the
pre-test; and nobody seemed to think that the post -tests proved any thing anyway.

,

addition to data on, student success gathered and reported by each of the local
pr ,ects, the evaluation unit decided'to use a-case' study approach to attempt to
descrbe what prOjectswere in. reality. One case study was conducted by ,the,evalua-
tion Unit to explore the contention of spate office personnel that 'good migrant
educatiOn projects had ii7bitive effects on general community attitude ,toward the
migrant population. In older to test this hypotheks evaluation. unit'staff visited
what was considered to be' an exemplar program. The evaluators observed ,classes,
talked with students, teacher-S., the ''project director, the local principal and. the
superintenderit. In addition,. the evalutors interviewed community' members--the -
pharmacist; a banker, a grocery sfore owner, clerks, gas station attendactts, and
the manapr of the canning factory complex that hired the migrants lOcally, This,

- ,last 'individual had also beeil on the school. board for 20 years:



The case study effort showed that the local summer school program for migrant
children had no effect on local attitude. Thechildreri had been segregated into
a different part Of the buildings from other students, there was no community
concern about this policy. The community laaa content to maintain the poli of
segregation. The quality of the local migrant education program was indepen

.of community attitudes toward migraAts in general.

. .

Compensatory Education: 89-750 N/D

In November:1.96'6,:Title I of the, Elementary and. ,Secondary_Education Act of 1965
was amended to include neglected or 'delinquent children li'tiing in state or private4 t

. institutions% As in other Title I programs the. intent of the amendment was to
' provide supplemental educational services to a targeted portion of the children at. -

e
institutions. Targeted children were to be the most educationally disadvantaged

..
ti ,.chlrldren at the facility. ProgramsWere to based od specific assessments of the

educational needs of the depriVed children and 'were to be written in performance
terms' in rekation.to those needs. j(Prograth 'Guide 44 Regulation 11.18(b))

''

Targeted Title I stUdents in the dorxectional facilities in r linois have been.
describledin the following manner on applicationo for g4ants:

.

These students-are lacking the fundamentals ofreading:..,
The students ocAe lacking in,motivatiofi and have' hisOries >,'f
rce" -:- 0- lchogaluret andtruancy..,,, .,, 'i, ,

, t
*

A7,the present time.:'. targeted Title .2." students are.func-
tioning four or more years below expected grade level....
These-'etudents are.between the ages of 15 and.Z7,and are

. functioning he/Ow tie sixth grade level and math, levels.
t

...Approximately 20% of the-students..,are non7readers....

'his inability to read makes it i,wpossible for them to.follow'
a normal academic schedule...'.

At the present time'15 delinquent and /or socially maladjusted
men,ages:.13 to lFare functioning five years or more

below. theiY' expected reading Parts

At present, Z5Z .delinquent boYs ages Z3 to 20.:" score be.low
4.0 in math' as 6asured'bi'i:SAT., They are six or more years
below grade placement. '251.ey have', IQ's below 90.

\\

4

.%It is real.atic toassume.that most, or all, of these youths
i.11 not pursue their acadeMi'c ',:rclinihg'after parole.

M

...About,71,,,(these'teendgf boys) are functioning extremely
low (first gr.d sepona-grade levels) in reading and math.
many of hese same boys are ladking in almost all socid07,

.

skills necessary to interact with their peers. This condit:ion
results iv an inability of theqesboys to flnt;:on -'n a regu-
:ar depar4entalized jitnio'rHigh Scho'oZ program.

Av

a

N
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These excerpts from an actual application spell out a consistent picture of the
adolescent deliquent--academic achievement is seriously limited. There are
obviously many other problems to take into account,in the education of delinquent
youth. Severe socio-environmental difficulties such as low evaluation of educa-
tion, destructive and aggressive behavior in opposition to what. is often preferred
as an educational opportunity:

Further, recidivism is a fa tof life for institutionalized student. fn 1972,
rates ranged from a low of % to a high of 83%. One institution lilted reasons
for recidivism to include " oor parental 'supervision, parental rejection, 'other
family problems, peer delin uency, gang orientation, community attitude, high
delinquency, criminal milu, and social economic conditions."

Title I, of any educational program, fof such youth'requires much that is' not
present. Academic endeavors require compliance. it,ia jtstsuch a lack that
institutions most often pbine to as -reason for lack of student success. .Insti-
tutions most frequently report "lgck of omotivation'; nonattendance (students are
often-above the legal schopl leaving age and cannot be required to attend class)
and leaving the progiamsprior to completion (remember the seven-month attendance J

average) as the greatest barriers to success. This represents but a brief sketch
of the setting for p ems to, be faced by the federal iequireMent for evaluating
Ti-1 tle I 89-750.

)
e ,. )

. ,

. .

Federal requirements include the follow%ing:

That the local educational agency will make an annual report'
and such ether reports to'State educational agency, in such
form anci containing such information (whiCh-in the case of
reports reZating"to performance is in accordance with specific,
performance-criteria related in program objectives), as may be '

redsonably necessary-tocenablee State educationat agencyto.
fro,

perform its duties under the title, including information
relating

,
to the educational,:achievemnts bf stUdenti partici-

pating in programs carried-out under this ,tite:,' and wiZZ 7.<410
suchrecords and afford such acjess there to as the 'state edu-
cational agenCy may 7 ind necessary, to assume thecorrectress'
and verification of"suc'h reports.

That effective procedures T?ncZzeding provssson for appropriate
'objective, measures of educational achieveMent, 4r-ill be adopted:
for evaluating at least annually the effectiOeness of the pro-
grams in meeting specific educational needs of educationally
deprived children.

----Sectien 141 (0 (6):

In other words, based on' specifically stated student orientated objectives and ,

activities measured "objectively" an annual report will indicate the effectiveness
of programs in meeting specific educational needs. From 1972 through 1974.111inois
reports to the Federal Government lamented the failure of objective writers to master
.the'art of se.tting standards:

/



An effort Should be,made by the SEA to locate available
tests. desihed speCifically for short-term ins titutionaZ-
ized children: ,0972 page ZOO)

...An effort shouZ.d be made by the SEA to ZoCate available
test designed specifically for short-tefiri? institutional-
ized chiZdrent (Z973palge 45)

Yet testing pre-' and post-treatment td determine program success through ,student
outcome measures is fraught with h'a.,zards and short-term programs. One teacher com-
mented on 'the standard of, one month gain per one month in program: "I do not think

, this is realistic because it does ttot take into consideration the student's back-
groUnd, personality, needs, school history and social adjustment." (Hanna City
page 14) Short-term test, reteit'of such Title I students allows the possibility
that regression effects an error score would give the appearance of gain where there
May.not have been any. (Stake, Glardrop,%1971) Short-term evaluation using such
tests as the Stanford Achievement Test or Wide Range Aptitude Test (as these programs
typicaliy do) is not likely to accurately'assess gain.

Individualization is the structional tactic most often reported by programs. lc
individualization means pers zed objectives, activities, and criteria for success,
what manner of.determining.stu ent success is appropriate? Gain scores on norm refer-
enced achievement test, do not measure success appropriately in these cases. The
alternative suggested by the evaluation'unit was criterion referenced testing. (1973).
However, irregular attendance, sudden leaving, and noncooperation are not matters that
an testing process can overcome.

The next possibility
be follow-up studies
type of ldngitudinal

, foi .these evaluative

suggested by the evaluation unit (1974) was that there should
on samples of students to determine program effectiveness., The
stuay;purposed by Wholey et al. (1973) served as the model
suggestion's:

..:To Zook for Zongitudinal rather thaii short-term effectiveness.

estabZiskand revalidgte the usefulness of short-term out
put measures as predictors of the values of long term out put

4100meas'ur'es. ,

...TT sample program recipients seeking insights on the per-,
sistance or Zack of persistance of program 'benefits.

Yet in the'evaluatian unit's'1972 report, comments on recidivism indicated that pro-
, grams begun,for students in the institution had.no follow-up in the home community.

Community schools were vat anxious to accept the student upon release,. A re-entry
coordinator in the Chicago area has been seeking Eo alleviate such problems. A
re-entry report dated April 25, 1976, indicated that only about one-third of paroled
students re-eater public schools. This corresponds almost precisely,with legal
school leaving age. The report indicates that, "School re-entry probleMs are related
to several /actors, the most prominent of which is the lack of planning for school
re-entry prior to parole.... Another factor affecting (sic). successful re-entry is 0 P

that of the expectation of school administrators for the behavior of the returnee....
Parolees are required to fulfill standards of conduct which may be unrealistic for
even the most successful of students.'



What can be seen in the preceeding discussion illustrates the difficulty of
utilizing student outcome data either short-term or long-term to illustrate
program success in correctional facilities.,

The barriers to effective utilization of testing in evaluation are great. The
barriers to gathering useful follow-up iS also great. Lt is not likely that
either of thesgkapproaches alone to evaluate,programs is sufficient to provide
useful data. ,

The prime audience for tie evaluative reports to be produce was originally con-.
sidered to be the Federal Government. The unit has utilized the federal guide-
lines as criteria for making judgements about annual report questionnaite data {,

collected once a year from each of the projects.' In addition, on-site visits -
were conducted to add to the descriptive dimensiop of the reports, Initially,
reports were focused on tabulor data depicting various dimensiong of the proj-
ects,including student success. Since 1972, however, descriptions moved away

* from tabulor presentation into more narrative styles.

Data in the 1974 report'included 'snapshots," or brief capsulations of projects..
Further, one site was described in the manner of a "portrayal"-(the technique of
using-portrayal in evaluative reports has been explored at Center,for Instruction
and Curriculum baluation at the University of,Illinois) in a separate report
(Hanna City). Both "snapshots" :and-the 'portrayal" were constructed in descrip-
tive narrative style. The snapshots were four or five brief paragraphs long, and
the more extensive portrayal was seventeen pages long. Tbe.purpose of the snapshots
was to allow the reader to gain some understandihg of the issues, conditions,, and
feelings which existed in respect' to Title I 89-750 projects.; The extgasive pro=
trayal was constructed to allow readers of the report', to make their own judgements
as to the value of the Title I 89-750 project. .

op

Conclusion

The data collected by the evaluation unit for the annual iaports are inmusions Into
the operation of Title I 89 -750 projects. The,power of such evaluative interven-
tion should be recognized. It is necessary to understand that the primary audience
for evaluative data should be the projecj itself. Although the federal require-
ment of objective measures of student gains cannOt'be denied, it must be recog-
nized as inappropriate for short-terM projects.such as Title?" 89-150 Migrant and
Neglected/Delinquent. .As it' is immediately, beyond the 'power of he Iltidois,Evalua-
tion Unit to change inappropriate phrasing in federal guidelines, it can only attempt
to influence local efforts to utilize, practicesthat are as.sOuvmd as possible.

Recommendations in reports by the evaluation unit have been aimedkto compliance wifb
federal requirements by suggesting,the best practices preferred. Projects need to
be able to write objectives in appropria1te fo.rmats and they needed "objective mea-
sures" of student success.

The evaluation unit, in providing a-tange of Choices on the LEA tepprt questionnaire
including standardized tests,'criterion'referenced tests; obsertion,,,,and Rther
Methods' for projects .to,salect from in ascertaining, student success have alerted
projects toG range of possibilities. Many projePts now utilize multiple methods,
and criterion referenced methods are increasingly utilized.

'

The evaluation unit, further, can attempt to:cautiod projects to -use tests that
, are appropriate considering the nature of the Project.

11 .1
1. f.+



,The,"objecti:Ve measure" approach to evaluation, although in compliance with
federal guidelines, has little relationship to pioject improvement. For example,
when questionnaires asked to what they attributed student success neglected/
delinquent projects perSonnel typically reported that it was the good project,
When asked to what they attributed latk of success, project personnel typically
reported factors relating to the students. We could noi'expect otherwise if we
consider evaluatiott only to be a report of student/scores.

;. .

The next step suggested by the evaluation unit was the collection of longitudinal,
information. As this was onjy a suggestiokand not a requirement the *level of
intrusion is small if not non-existant. FutUre requests for data from projects
could include such a study,, or the evaluation u as an active, ,external data
collector, could gather such data on its own.

In fact, the role of the evaluation unit has been to supplement data reported to
the State. Office of Education through activities of its own. The efforts of the
evaluation unit have been to use'data,gathered from a variety Pf sources in a
variety of ways. Survey data, teacher judgements, student judgements, and exter-
nal observer judgements have.been,used to add perspectives on the implementation
of programs. Data such as these have been combined into case studies, snapshots
and portrayals.

Reports of this type' are .used to' provide projects with Perspective on their ,own
activities and the actlyities Of other projects. An additional- step in this
approach, not yet taken by the evaluation unit, could be to provide such descrip-
tions to panels of review of relevant audiences or expert juries for 'comments.
The comments could then be appended to the original document to be reviewed by A

project personnel in decision making deciSiOns votlt how to improve their project.'

Theie efforts of the evaluation unit in the 411inois Office of Eduipation have been .

to broaden the nature and scope of evalW4ein as practiced at the project leyel and
as- supplemented by efforts by the eValuai;*FI.t. Evaluation for Title I 89-75b
Migrant and Title I 89-7500.leglected/Delinquent4Must have payoff at the local
level. Any data' collection that does not do'so can only be viewed as a kind of
imperialism.

it
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